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About the Artist

Min Ma was born in 1955. At the age of 18, Min attended Art 
College for three years of formal training. Following college, 
he applied to, and was accepted at, the prestigious and 
highly regarded China Academy of Fine Arts. He graduated 
in 1982 with a bachelor of fine arts degree (BFA) and taught 
fine arts at the Shandong University until 1986 when he 
came to Canada and has lived in numerous cities throughout 
North America.

 
Developing an interest in art in his early childhood, Min was well into his career as a
professional artist, where he has received much critical success, at a relatively young
age. Min’s work shows a serious professional commitment to fine art. His painting
style is easily accessible to all, and the depth and breadth of his skill is apparent in the
first viewing. Min’s paintings are vivid, with clarity of color and tone that adds depth
and feeling to his vision. The subject matter of Min’s paintings is very diverse and the
versatility in his subjects keep him energized with a passion to create. His sphere of
artistic interest includes landscape, still life, portraits, and human figures. Recently,
Min’s main focus is landscapes on acrylic. His work directly reflects the passion of
natural beauty. Min constantly displays sensitivity, accuracy and an amazing attention
to detail in his work to describe the reality of what he sees around him. After many years
of exhibiting group and solo shows at various galleries, he has received widespread
recognition for the quality of his work, and his success brought his painting to the
attention of both private collectors and corporate clients across Canada and worldwide.

Min currently resides in British Columbia with his family.

Selected Shows & Exhibitions

2010 Fusion 2010 Fall Show, White Rock Gallery, group show

2009 Winter Open House, White Rock Gallery, group exhibition

2008  Depth & Diversity, White Rock Gallery, group exhibition
          Plein air group show, Artym Gallery, Invermere, BC
          Group Show with Fred Cameron, Gainsborough Gallery, Calgary, Alberta.

2007/06 Solo show, Gainsborough Gallery, Calgary, Alberta

2005  Radiant Land, group exhibition, White Rock Gallery
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